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Energise your English in 21 days
Express yourself more easily
Are you often lost for words or grammar when speaking or writing?
Is it a struggle to talk about topics that matter to you?
Do you hesitate when you need to write an email?
Let’s kick-start your English with 21 days of express writing.

How does it work?

I email you a menu of topics. You choose one, set a timer for 5 minutes and write nonstop. You email me your writing and I give you feedback. Then you do the next one. And
another one.
Words and grammar that are currently sleeping start to activate.
We notice your gaps and I suggest how you can fill them.
Best of all, both speaking and writing become easier for you.
Your investment for 21 days of email coaching is NZD $197 and includes:
• topics for 12 x 5 minutes of express writing
• corrections, explanations and advice to help you improve
• a log to show your progress
At the end of 21 days, we schedule a 20-minute video chat to talk about how you can
continue to elevate your English.
Do you want to express yourself faster and make fewer mistakes?
Then let’s work together to produce pain-free English.
Email me to get started.
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You are the best teacher I have ever had.

Encouraging

I got the promotion and I couldn’t
have done it without your help.

Colleagues says it’s easier
to understand me now.

I could explain to foreign patients how
the appointment system works.

Now I understand!

Supportive

Very helpful feedback

I guarantee she is the best teacher
and a very well trained teacher.

I feel much more confident
using English.
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